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Abstract: This study presents mathematical problem modeling of mixing available resources and making proper
products having all required demands and characteristics in accordance with the limitations regarding raw
materials, technical capacities and market of product sales. Optimization of the carried out total profit is
performed and two types of products have been considered and analyze: (a) with unknown mixtures of raw
materials and imposed limits for needed product characterstics and (b) imposed mixtures of raw materials
defining needed product characteristics. Making selected types of heat-resisting concrete meant for panelling in
thermal plants is presented.
Keywords: optimization, mixture problem, combined mixture-production problem, heat-resisting materials,
shuttering, thermal plants

Intruduction
In the literature dealing with operational research, or in other words – quantitive methods,
there is well-known problem of the mixture relating to the problems of linear programming.
There is a request saying that combination of certain materials defines a product having
required characteristics representing the quality of the product itself, which is significant for
the purpose of that product. On of the most common examples is that one showing defining
diet nutritition meals, but there is also various examples of industrial products. Each type of
raw materials contains the mentioned characteristics in certain amount (some characteristics
may not be present) so that the concrete mixture, i.e. the product itself, is provided with
required characteristics. It is common that the price of mixture is minimized for a product
unit. Characteristics of raw materials are either known or defined by adequate analyses. There
are necessary limitations for the realized characteristics within a product: low and upper limits
are to be applied to all characteristics or certain limits for some of characteristics (low limits
or upper limits only). 1 - 4
Certainly, more than one mixture can be analyzed at the same time, that is – it is possible
to analyze more products and minimize the total price of needed materials. In this case, the
problem of more mixtures is expanded by making final products in accordance with the
planned period limited factors. Then, there follows the classification of such problems and
they are divided into three problems and the third one is presented to be the combination of
another two ones. Making heat-resisting concrete for shuttering in thermal plants is illustrated
beginning with 4 i 5. What is presented is described as products ranging in accordance
with their profitability. Special attention is paid on the possibility of potential applying of
multi-criteria optimization and desired programminge (theoretical assumptions of general
models and methods have been presented in 6 - 10). Selected examples have been shown
in 11 - 15: multi-mixtures problem (the first problem in the following classification),
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multi-criteria selection of heat-resisting materials for special purpose, defining product
profitability for the common production issue and applying desired programming to
production planning.

Mixture and making products with available resources
The problem of mixture for multi-products can be expanded by making certain products
and analyzing existing limitations for raw materials, technical capacities and product position
at the market within proper planned period. Also, there may appear three types of problems:
(1) the lack of known material mixtures for products and the presence of certain limits for
necessary characteristics, (2) mixtures of raw materials are defined for products, and (3)
combination of problems (1) and (2). In case of analyzing the mixtures for more products
simultaneously in (1) and (3), a minimal total price of the needed materials may not match the
sum of minimal raw material prices within partial problems for individual products. The
problem 1 is presented in 4 i 5, and the problem (2) in 4.

Mathematical model for problem (3)
Two groups of products are being analyzed by taking their mixtures into consideration.
The first group includes the products having unknown mixtures and required limits for certain
characteristics that are to be realized by mixing certain raw materials. The second group
includes the products having known mixtures for needed raw materials. In order to make
products, limited quantities of raw materials and available technical capacities are used.
Maximization of profit with product quantities accepted by the market within the planned
period is required.
In order to define general mathematical model of the defined problem, it is suitable to use
the following parameters: p = product number Pk; kK=1,2,...,p; zk = unknown quantity Pk
(kK); K1K = set of production indexes for p1 where there are no known ways of mixing
raw materials; K2K = set of indexes for p2 product having known ways of mixing raw
materials (p1<p, p2=p-p1 i K1K2=, and also K2=K\K1); m = number of characteristics Ai
for mixtures/products Pk from the first group with kK1; iI=1,2,...,m; n = number of raw
materials Sj; jJ=1,2,...,n; JkJ = set of indexes for nk raw material Sj that are used for the
product Pk (kK); aij = contents of Ai within unit Sj (iI; jJ); aikL, aikU = low border (LB)
and upper border (UB) for Ai in Pk from the first group (iI, kK1); xjk = unknown quantities
of Sj for the quantity zk of the product Pk from the first group (jJk, kK1); bjk = proportional
participation of Sj in Pk from the second group (jJk, kK2); cj = price for the unit Sj (jJ); v
= number of r resources Gr that are used in production; rR=1,2,...,v; hrk = normatives of
consumption Gr for the unit Pk (rR, kK); hr = available capacities Gr in the planned period
(rR); bj = available quantity Sj in the planned period (jJ); dk = selling price for the unit Pk;
K1, K2, K3, K4 = subsets of the product indexes Pk having the following conditions for
quantities zk in accordance with sale: ekL = low border; ekE = fixed quantity (ekL = ekU); ekU =
upper border. As for the sets of indexes of the product, it is obvious that the following is
applied: K1K2K3K4 = K i KsK= (s,=1,2,3,4; s), where kK1 includes only low
borders, kK2 only fixed quantities, kK3 only upper borders and kK4 both low and upper
borders. It implies only the production connected with market or the mentioned borders for
production quantities including proper stoks as well. Suitable common mathematical model
has the following characteristics:
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Function of criterion D1(x,z) in (1) presents the difference between realized income and
product sale and raw materials costs, which claims maximal value. This value represents
Profit 1 (or Benefit 1). In order to define actual profit it is necessary to include all types of
expenses. Limitations define the process of carrying out the following demands: (2)
characteristics Ai with the given borders within products Pk from the first group; (3) necessary
incoming quantities xjk of raw materials Sj for outgoing quantities zk of product Pk from the
first group; (4) total usage of Sj for the products from the first and second group within the
borders of available quantities; (5) total involvement of Gr for all the products in accordance
with available capacities; (6), (7) participation of Sj in Pk from the first group, that is the
second group, depending on the imposed borders; (8) unknown quantities of the product Pk
with allowed borders; (9)-(10) natural conditions for unavailable elements including potential
requiring that the quantities of Pk are integers.
It is necessary to point out that, in accordance with the analogy of borders analyses for
products in (8), borders for the quantities of raw materials Sj for certain products Pk in (6) and
(7) can also be analyzed, as well as the borders for Ai characteristics in Pk product from the
first group in (2). Furthermore, a total physical volume of production, q = Q(z), is possible to
be defined as the sum of quantities zk.

Illustrative example

A part of the production range of the company Rudnici i industrija šamota Aranđelovac
is being examined by using the example p=8 products of heat-resisting concrete (Z-1 to Z-8);
p1=3 products from the first group with the indexes K1=1,4,7; p2=5 products from the
second group with K2=2,3,5,6,8; n=4 type of raw materials (n1=1 own raw material: S1 –
Šamot; and n2=3 imported raw materials: LC – heat-resisting cement Lafrage, KB – Chinese
concrete, S71 – Secar 71 Lafrage); m=1 characteristic for products from the first group
(Alumina); v=1 production resource (Mixer) and planned period of 1 month.
One of the special characteristics is that each product is formed by mixing two raw
materials: Jk=1,2 for k=1,2,...,6; J7=2,3 and J8=3,4. For the products of the first group
both types of borders are set (6) for A1 characteristic and raw materials Sj; jJk, kK1. (3)
leads to tho following: it is enough to limit raw material LC with j=2 that takes part in every
Pk with kK1, which defines the borders for another raw material in pair (as an addition up to
100% in suitable mixture).

Table 1: Data for raw materials and the first group of production

Raw materials Sj
Alumina (A1), a1j
Z-1, z1, xj1
unknowns,
t1,d; t1,g
t
Z-4, z4, xj4
borders
t1,d; t1,g
for Sj in
Z-7, z7, xj7
Pk, %
t1,d; t1,g

j=1, S1
35.00%
x11

x14


j=2, LC
40.00%
x21
34.90%; 35.10%
x24
29.90%; 31.10%
x27
69.90%; 70.10%

j=3, KB j=4, S71
85.00% 70.00%








x37




Table 2: Data for the first group of products

Alumina (A1)

Products, Pk
LB, t1jL
UB, t1jU

Mixer (G1), h1j hour/t
Selling price, dk monetary units/t
Unknowns, zk t
Sale borders

Z-1
Z-4
Z-7
36.50%
36.50%
75.00%
37.50%
37.50%
76.00%
0.50
0.50
0.50
585.00
488.00
691.00
z1
z4
z7
L
U
ek =50.00t and ek =100.00t, kK

Table 3. Data for the second group of products

Products, Pk
Z-2
Z-3
Z-5
Z-6
Z-8
j=1, S1
65%
70%
75%
80%
0
Raw
materials
j=2, LC
35%
30%
25%
20%
0
(Sj), bjk
j=3, KB
0
0
0
0
80%
%/t
j=4, S71
0
0
0
0
20%
0,50
0,50
0,50
0,50
0,50
Mixer (G1), h1j hour/t
Selling price, dk m.u./t 515.00 492.00 491.00 499.00 978.00
z2
z3
z5
z6
z8
Unknowns, zk t
L
U
Sale borders
ek =50.00t and ek =100.00t, kK
Table 4. Additions for resources

Resources
Raw
materials,
Sj
Mixer, G1

j=1, S1
j=2, LC
j=3, KB
j=4, S71

Prices, cj m.u./t
500.00
300.00
250.00
1000.00

Available, bj, h1
800.00 t
150.00 t
200.00 t
150.00 t
352.00 hour

Model solving and solutions analyses
Maximal Profit 1 is D1*=135,363.00m.u.. Optimal values for the raw material quantities
that are used for the first group of products are: x11*=65.95t, x21*=35.05t, x12*=34.95t,
x22*=15.05t, x27*=80.00t i x37*=20.00t. Optimal quantities for five products are suitable
for the upper borders of sale zk*=100t za k=1,2,6,7,8. In case of other products, low borders
of sale have been realized zk*=50t for k=3,4,5.
Taking into consideration the consumption of raw materials bjk and optimal quantities zk
for the second group of products, needed quantities of suitable raw materials can be defined

bjkzk* (Table 5): 0.65100 = 65.00t of raw materials S1 and 0.35100 = 35.00t of raw
materials LC for z1=100t product Z-2 etc.
Defining product profitability
The above presented problem solving type does not provide the answer to the main issues
dealing with business efficiency. (a) Are there the products that are supposed to be produced
in larger quantities in comparison to the requested upper borders, since they do possess more
profitability and can lead to the growth of total profit D1(x,z)? (b) Are there the products that
are supposed to be produced in smaller amounts than the requested low borders, since they do
possess less profitability and they lead to total profit decrease D1(x,z)?
During the production optimization it is necessary to define certain products profitability
in the process of gradual implementing needed borders for adequate products. 4 14
Step1) At the beginning one should define a solution 1) without analyzing borders for
selling products. It has been confirmed that z11*=429t and z81*=250t realize maximal
profit D11*=210,965.00m.u., and other products are not available. (Table 6). Products Z-1
and Z-8 have higher profitability. It is said that such products possess Rang 1 in accordance
with the analyzed criterion D1(x,z), which can be described as r1=1 and r8=1.
Step 2) Setting the upper borders z1100t i z8100t defines the solution 2) with
2
z1 *=z82*=100t, z22*=243t, z72*=150t and D12*=158,595.00m.u.. The products Z-1 and
Z-8 with r1=r8=1 from the solution 1) possess the values regarding the implemented upper
borders, and new products in this solution Z-2 i Z-7 possess Rang 2 (r2=r7=2). There is a
significant total profit decrease and what has been achieved is D12*=75,176%D11*.
Steps 3)–5) Further borders setting for products with the quantities that are larger than the
mentioned borders, that is – setting the borders for new products in the last solution (step)
with positive quantities and keeping the borders for the previously analyzed products (in all
previous steps), defines their profitability rank order in accordance with adequate steps taken
from solution process. Solution 3) points out r6=3 for Z-6, and solution 4) concludes r3=4 for
Z-4. Since the solution 5) realizes z55*=40.00t and z45*=0t, it leads to the conclusion that
Z-5 has r5=5 and Z-4 has r4=6.
It turns out that the considered n=8 products within the exposed problem can be divided
into 6 groups of profitability with the following lexicography order: (Z-1, Z8) > (Z-2, Z7) > Z3 > Z-6 > Z-5 > Z-4. By analyzing the values for new positive unknowns in certain solutions,
a more detailed ranging of certain products can be carried out. In the solution 1)
z11*=429.00t > z81*=250.00t. That is why Z-1 possesses higher profitability than Z-8 and
so r1=1 for Z-1 and r2=2 for Z-2. The solution 2) with z22*=243.00t > z72*=150.00t leads to
r2=3 and r7=4. As a result: r3=5, r6=6, r5=7 and r4=8, that is – total rang list of the products: Z1 > Z8 > Z-2 > Z7 > Z-3 > Z-6 > Z-5 > Z-4.
Steps 6)–5) Solution 5) has z45*=0 and z55*=40t with smaller values than the low
borders 50t. It is necessary to set law borders for these products. Having low border for z4 in
the solution 6), the quantity of product Z-5 is z56*=0, Z-4 has the requested quantity
z56*=50t and Z-3 is decreased from z35*=100t to the acceptable value z36*=83t that is
higher than low border. In case there are two simultaneously set low borders for z4 and z5,
there comes the solution 7) having further quantity decreasing of Z-3 to unacceptable value
z37*=42t below low border. Also, the quantity of Z-7 is slightly decreased as well, from its
upper border to the acceptable value z77*=99t above the upper one. Finally, when the low
border has been set for z3 as well, it leads to the solution 8) with the quantities for four
products on the upper borders (k=1,2,7,8), for three products on low borders (k=3,4,5) and for

one product within the given borders (k=6). Such solution has been defined at the beginning
when the needed borders were set simultaneously for all the products.
Certainly, any other more specific limitation is going to make the previously realized
value for optimized criterion worse, D11* from the solution 1) is realized in the following
solutions with the percentages: 75.176%, 64.750%, 64.341%, 64.295%, 64.246%, 64.188%,
64.164%. The presented example shows that additionally calculated value for the total product
quantity is also decreased, Q(z), which does not happen in a general case.
Table 5: Solutions 1) – 4) with the conditions for the unknowns zj (j=1,8,2,7,6)

Solutions
Solution elements
S1, x11
LC, x21
S1, x14
LC, x24
LC, x27
KB, x37
z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
z6
z7
z8
D1(x,z)
Q(z)
S1, b1=800.00
LC, b2=150.00
KB, b3=200.00
S71, b4=150.00
Mixer, h1=352.00

1)
zk  0, kK
t
279.00
t
150.00
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
0
429.00
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
0
t
250.00
t
m.u. 210,965.00
679
t
279.000
t
150.000
t
200.000
t
50.000
t
hour 339.900

2)
z1, z8  100
65.05
34.95
0
0
30.00
120.00
100.00
243.00
0
0
0
0
150.00
100.00
158,595.00
593
223.00
150.00
200.00
20.00
296.50

3)
z2, z7  100
65.00
35.00
0
0
20.00
80.00
100.00
100.00
0
0
0
300.00
100.00
100
136,600.00
700
370.00
150.00
160.00
20.00
350.00

4)
z6  100
64.90
35.10
0
0
20.00
80.00
100.00
100.00
133.00
0
0
100.00
100.00
100.00
135,736.00
633
303.00
150.00
160.00
20,00
316.50

The solution 8) after restrictons in next order: z3  100, z4  50, z4  50 and z3  50
x11 = 64.95, x21 = 30.05, x14 = 34.95, x24 = 15.05, x27 = 20.00, x37 = 80.00
z1 = z2 = 100, z3 = z4 = z5 = 50, z6 = 87, z7 = z8 = 100
D1(x,z) = 135,363.00; Q(z) = 637
b1* = 307.00, b2* = 150.00, b3* = 160.00, b4* = 20.00, h1* = 318.50
Using resources capacities and production bottleneck
Let's mark raw material usage as bj* (j=1,2,3,4) and drying –room involvement as h1* in
the solution for the basic problem with given borders for product quantities. It is obvious that
only available quantity of raw material is completely used (100%), since b2*=b2=150t. Using
raw materials is b1*/b1 = 307.00/800.00 = 38.375% for S1, b2*/b2=150/150=100% for LC,
s3*/b3 = 160.00/200.00 = 80,000% for KB s4*/b4 = 20.00/150.00 = 13,333% for S71.
Resources engagement G1 (Mixer) is h1*/h1 = 318.50/352.00 = 90,483%.

As for profitability, it is neccesary to point out that the ranked products, which have been
defined in the solutions 1) to 9) for the initial raw material quantities and resource G1, do not
have to be the same if the solution 1) begins with b29 from the solution 9), that is with b210 and
h110 from the solution 10). Product ranging is carried out by using constant starting capacities.
The solution 9) shows that Z-6 has the lowest rang r6=8, but in case of b28 the rang is r6=6.
Raw material mixtures for the first group of products
Defined model of the analyzed problem confirms that the first group of Pk products
(kK1), for which there are no specified raw material mixtures Sj (jJk), do not have constant
mixtures in all presented solutions. Allowed borders for A1 characteristic within those
products define necessary raw materials in accordance with the specified criterion – total
profit is to be maximized and certain borders for selling products are to be defined. Namely,
optimal value for the criterion D1(x,z) defines adequate optimal quantities of xjk raw materials
Sj within the first group of Pj products in certain solutions. For example, Z-1 with
z11*=429.00t in the solution 1) uses x111*/z11* = 279.00/429.00 = 65.035% of raw material
S1 and x121*/z11* = 150.00/429.00 = 34.965% of raw material LC. Other solutions possess
constant value z1*=100t, but S1 is used from 64.95% to 65.50% and LC is used from
34.50% to 35.10%, or in other words – in the needed amount up to 100%.

Conclusion
This study deals with the issues of available material mixtures needed for the process of
forming more products. The mentioned problem has been broadened by making products for
the plan period and analyzing the borders that are to be applied to available resources (raw
materials, technical capacities) as well as selling products limitations. Classification of the
mentioned problems have been presented (unknown mixtures, known mixtures, combinations
of both) as well as mathematical modelling of the combined problem of mixing raw materials
needed for making two groups of products in order to perform total profit optimization. Raw
materials possess adequate characteristics and the mixture of such materials provides
necessary characteristics for the products, in terms of quality and purpose. As for the first
group of products, a model is used in order to form mixtures on the basis of raw material
characteristics and borders for the needed characteristics of these products. In case of the
second group of products, raw material mixtures are specified.
The mentioned defined model has been tested in the situation of making selected types of
heat-resisting concrete belonging to one national Company having its own raw materials as
well as foreign materials. It turned out that the same product from the first group does not
necessarily possess the constant mixture of raw materials in some solutions. Also, there is a
process of products ranging on the basis of product profitability from 4 and 14.
Applying the models of multi-criteria optimization and goal programming is very
significant (for theoretical assumptions and methods see 6 – 10). For example, 15
presents the models of linear goal programming to accomplish required profit with the
following tasks: (a) needed product quantities with available resource capacities and (b)
needed product quantities and needed resource capacities.
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Mathematical model
Firstly, one should calculate the costs of raw materials cjbjk for the product unit Pk from
the second group (kK2) in order to define the values d1,k = dkcjbjk on the basis of the
selling prices dk, for Profit 1 in the second added of the criterion function (1).
(max) D1(x,z) =

500x11
500x14
300x27

300x21
300x24
250x37

+ 585z1
+ 488z4
+ 691z7

+ 85z2
+ 41z5
+ 578z8

+ 52z3
+ 39z6

Limitations for the first group of products
S1
LC
Z-1
A1, LB ... 0.35x11 + 0,40x21
A1, UB ... 0.35x11 + 0.40x21
Raw materials...
x11
+ x21
LC, LB ...
x11
LC, UB ...
x11
Z-4
A1, LB ...
A1, UB ...
Raw materials...
LC, LB ...
LC, UB ...
Z-7

A1, LB ...
A1, UB ...
Raw materials...
LC, LB ...
LC, UB ...

Z-1
 0.365z1
 0.375z1
 z1
 0.349z1
 0.351z1

S1

LC

0.35x14 + 0.40x24
0.35x14 + 0.40x24
x14
+ x25
x14
x14

LC
KB
Z-7
0.85x27 + 0.70x37  0.81z7
0.55x27 + 0.70x37  0.82z7
x27
+ x37
 z7
x14
 0.299z4
x14
 0.231z4



=



Z-4

 0.365z4
 0.375z4
 z4
 0.299z4
 0.231z4



=




=



0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Limitations for resources
S1 ...
LC ...
KB ...
S71 ...

Z-1
x11
x21

G1 ... 0.5z1

Z-2
Z-3
Z-4
Z-5
Z-6
Z-7
Z-8
+ 0.65z2 + 0.70z3 + x14 + 0.75z5 + 0.80z6
+ 0.35z2 + 0.30z3 + x24 + 0.25z5 + 0.20z6 + x27
+ x37 + 0.80z8
+ 0.20z8






800.00
150.00
200.00
150.00

+ 0.5z6 + 0.5z7 + 0.5z8



352.00

+ 0.5z2

+ 0.5z3 + 0.5z4 + 0.5z5

Sale limitations
50  Zk  100; k=1,2,...,8
natural limitations for unknowns
xjk  0 (jJk, k=1,4,7), zk  0 and integers (k=1,2,...,8)

